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hobbes, locke, montesquieu, and rousseau on government - handout a: hobbes, locke, montesquieu,
and rousseau on government (one for each student) handout b: interior monologue assignment (one for each
student) ... (be sure that hobbes, locke, montesquieu, and rousseau are allotted equally throughout the class
so that the activity following this assignment will work effectively.) malthus' essay on the principle of
population - t.r. malthus' essay on the principle of population, the first edition of which was published in
1798, was one of the first systematic studies of the problem of population in relation to resources. earlier
discussions of the problem had been published by boterro in italy, robert wallace in england, and benjamin
franklin in america. american rousseau: barack obama and the social contract - and it is specifically due
to the fact that for the last forty years formation of a social contract has stalled. this essay will examine this
historical moment and the enormous possibilities, historically and politically, for the realization, at last, of a
true social contract in the united states. a philosophical critique of the works of jean jacques rousseau discomfort with the arts spreading the thoughts of society formation as people frequenting the theatre were in
general misguided from fair and just thought in looking for entertainment and ...
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